
ToTo: Panic over ‘My Son Hunter’ Shows Left Won’t Cede Culture Without a Fight

Description

USA: Veteran conservative new media writer Christian Toto, author of Virtue Bombs
, says films featuring values antithetical to Hollywood’s left-wing orthodoxy face an uphill battle 
and unrelenting entertainment industry attacks. The panic over My Son Hunter, Toto says, is 
the latest example of the “David versus Goliath-sized struggle” facing center-right films and 
filmmakers.

Toto observes:

Director Robert Davi’s film can’t be seen in any traditional theaters. The stars, including
Laurence Fox and Gina Carano, won’t sit on any late-night couches to promote the
film. And the team behind the movie lacks the resources for billboard promotion or other
tried and true techniques.

…

The reaction so far is commensurate with a 3,000-screen release with the full weight of a
studio behind it.

Why such venom toward an indie movie covering a topic the mainstream media and Big
Tech hid during an election cycle? Can’t this story be told, warts and all? Shouldn’t
Hollywood, with its wondrous resources and endless talent pool, have told it first?

Why so scared? Critics routinely review bad movies, but their critiques don’t rise to this
level.

…
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Progressives in both Hollywood and the media want the cultural landscape to be
permanently one-sided. It’s our stories, our way, and intruders will be treated harshly.

We’re seeing that in real time with “My Son Hunter.”

Now, it’s up to audiences to determine if “My Son Hunter” and other subversive stories can
survive those attacks and draw a sizable crowd.

Read the full article here:

My Son Hunter marks Breitbart’s expansion into film distribution. My Son Hunter stars Laurence Fox (
Victoria, Inspector Lewis, The Professor and the Madman) as Hunter Biden; Gina Carano (The 
Mandalorian, Dead Pool, Heist) as a Secret Service Agent; and John James (Dynasty) as Joe Biden. It
was produced by Phelim McAleer and Ann McElhinney (Gosnell Movie, FBI Lovebirds: Undercovers)
from the Unreported Story Society, and directed by Robert Davi (Goonies, License to Kill, Die Hard).
The film is available RIGHT NOW for Streaming and Downloading at MySonHunter.com.

The trailer below has been viewed almost 5 million times across social media.

Watch the trailer:

Category

1. Crime-Justice-Terrorism-Corruption
2. Main
3. NWO-Deep State-Dictatorship-Tyrrany
4. Politics-Geopolitics-Gov.-Events
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